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SLAM = Localization + Mapping



Laser rangefinder / camera / RGB-D

view-based SLAM

landmark-based SLAM



Grid map / landmark map

take advantage of all the sensor
information, usually used in
view-based SLAM

conserve storage space, but
takes time to extract feature
from raw measurement
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Graphical Model of SLAM (landmark-based)

Given

ut : control command, or odometry
zt,i : the ith landmark from the
measurement

estimate

st : robot pose (x,y,θ)
m: map, various representations

lct,i : the ct,i th landmark in map,
usually (x,y), can be other
parameters

ct,i : data association, the ith
observed landmark matched to
landmark ct,i in the map (assume
known for algorithms in this talk)



Online SLAM : filtering

Estimate map and current pose

arg max
st ,m

P(st ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)

Recursive update

p(st ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
posteriort

∝ p(zt |st ,m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
measurement model

∫
p(st |st−1, ut)︸ ︷︷ ︸

motion model

p(st−1,m|z1:t−1,u1:t−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
posteriort−1

dst−1.

first marginalize over previous pose

then conditioning on new measurement

have closed form update rules for Gaussian models (Kalman filter)



Full SLAM : smoothing

Estimate map and entire trajectory

arg max
s1:t ,m

P(s1:t ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)

Factorize the posterior

p(s1:t ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)

=
t∏

τ=1

p(sτ |sτ−1, uτ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
motion model

p(zτ |sτ ,m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
measurement model

=
t∏

τ=1

p(sτ |sτ−1, uτ )
Nτ∏
i=1

p(zτ,i |sτ , lcτ,i )

factor graph



Motion model and Measurement model

motion model

st = f (st−1, ut) +N (0,Λu)

p(st |st−1, ut) = N
(
f (st−1, ut),Λu

)
measurement model

zt = h(st ,mt) +N (0,Λz)

p(zt |st ,mt) = N
(
h(st ,mt),Λz

)
orientation introduces nonlinearity

assume Gaussian noise
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Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

time update (marginalization)

µ̂t = f (µt−1, ut)

Σ̂t = AtΣt−1A
T
t + Λu

measurement update (conditioning)

Kt = Σ̂tCt
T (CtΣ̂tCt

T + Λz)−1

µt = µ̂t + Kt(zt − h(µ̂t , c))

Σt = (I − KtCt)Σ̂t

an instance of the recursive update in the case of linearized
Gaussian model

state includes estimates for both current pose and map (landmark
parameters or grid occupancy values). µ grows proportional, Σ
grows quadratic to no. of landmarks.

At , Ct = Jacobian of motion model f and measurement model h,
resp., evaluated at the most recent estimate.



Problems with EKF

EKF is the earliest solution to SLAM, easy to implement. However, it is
impractical for large-scale maps, because of:

quadratic cost, both in storage and update time. Marginalizing out
previous pose causes correlations between all landmarks connected
to it, covariance matrix Σ becomes dense.

only works for uni-modal Gaussian, whereas ambiguities are
common in large maps

inconsistency (over-confidence), due to inaccurate evaluations of
Jacobian at estimated state, rather than at the true state.



Information Form of Gaussian

information matrix H = Σ−1, information vector b = H−1µ

intuitive duality: more uncertainty, less information

Conditioning (measurement update) easy in information form,
essentially accumulating information



Extended Information Filter

time update

recover mean:
µt−1 = H−1

t−1bt−1

predict:
µ̂t = f (µt−1, ut)

marginalization (const time if H is
sparse, but in fact H is only almost
sparse):

Ĥt =
(
AtH

−1
t−1A

T
t + Λu

)−1

b̂t = Ĥt µ̂t

measurement update

conditioning, (const time):

Ht = Ĥt + CT
t Λ−1

z Ct

bt = b̂t +CT
t Λ−1

z (zt − h(µ̂t)−Ct µ̂t)

cov. mat Σ info. mat H



Extended Information Filter

marginalizing previous pose transfers its information to landmarks
connected to it, causing information matrix to be dense as well

but strong link only between nearby landmarks

normalized information matrix is almost sparse



Sparse Extended Information Filter (SEIF)

measurement update

motion update sparsification

force sparsity in information matrix
= impose conditional independence to approximate the posterior

perform sparsification once the number of active landmarks exceeds
a bound, ensure constant time update

unfortunately, approximation results in even worse inconsistency
than EKF
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Sampling-importance-resampling Particle Filter

use a set of particles to
represent target
distribution p

sample from proposal
distribution π

assign importance
weight by likelihood p/π

resampling with
replacement by weight

propagate to next
iteration, particles still
follow proposal
distribution



Pros and Cons

Pros

can model arbitrary distribution

higher resolution on more likely region

inherent multiple hypotheses

Cons

when proposal distribution is far from target distribution, most
particles sampled from it have low weights, resampling then removes
them, causing particle depletion.

resampling may also kill the right particles

it is hard to choose an optimal number of particles

Solutions

improve proposal distribution

reduce resampling frequency



FastSLAM

p(s1:t ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)

= p(s1:t |z1:t ,u1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
first estimate trajectory

· p(m|s1:t , z1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
then estimate map

given trajectory

← Rao-blackwellization

= p(s1:t |z1:t ,u1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
each particle represents

one trajectory

·
K∏

k=1

p(µk ,Σk |s1:t , z1:t ,u1:t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
one EKF for each landmark︸ ︷︷ ︸

K indepedent EKFs associated
with each trajectory particle

target distribution p(s1:t | z1:t ,u1:t)

proposal distribution π = p(s1:t |z1:t−1,u1:t)

propagate using motion model p(s
(i)
1:t | s

(i)
1:t−1, ut), old poses do not

change

weights adjusted by measurement likelihood,

w
(i)
t ∝ p(zt |m(i), s(i))w

(i)
t−1



Problems with FastSLAM

odometry is noisy, measurements are far more precise

FastSLAM 2.0 used a proposal distribution that takes into account
new measurement, π = p(st | s1:t−1, z1:t , u1:t)

too much resampling causes lost of particle diversity, many particles
share common history

adaptive resampling, resample only when effective particle size (i.e.
variance of normalized weights) too low



DP-SLAM

use occupancy grid map,
expensive when copying map at
resampling

associate particles to a single
map

each map grid maintains a
observation log

particle ancestry tree keeps
track of resampling history,
collapse single child, keep
minimal

to get current estimate of a
particlar grid, a particle finds
most recent ancestor in this
grid’s observation log
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Nonlinear least squares formulation of full SLAM

Minimize

− log p(s1:t ,m|z1:t ,u1:t)

=− log
t∏

τ=1

p(sτ |sτ−1, uτ )
Nτ∏
i=1

p(zτ,i |sτ , lcτ,i )

∝
t∑

τ=1

(
‖f (sτ−1, uτ )− sτ‖2

Λu︸ ︷︷ ︸
pose/pose constraint

+
Nτ∑
i=1

‖h(sτ , lcτ,i )− zτ,i‖2
Λz︸ ︷︷ ︸

pose/landmark constraint

)
Unify these two kinds of constraints with generic
term

e(xi , xj , dij) , eij(x)

the goal is then to minimize nonlinear quadratic
function:

χ2(x) ,
∑

(i,j)∈G

‖eij(x)‖Ωij



Nonlinear least squares optimization

Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt procedure, repeat:
Linearize error terms at current estimate x0,

eij(x) ≈ eij(x0) + Jij∆

Minimize

χ2 ≈
∑
(i,j)

‖eij,0 + Jij∆‖2
Ωij

=
∑
(i,j)

‖Ω
1
2

ij Jij∆ + Ω
1
2

ij eij,0‖
2
2

=
∑
(i,j)

‖Aij∆ + qij‖2

= ‖A∆ + q‖2

Solve normal equation

ATA∆∗ = ATq

then use x∗ = x0 + ∆∗ as new estimate.

ATA , H, information matrix for full SLAM, exactly sparse



Two direct methods for solving normal equation

Cholesky decomposition
ATA = RTR

R upper triangular

Solve
RTR∆∗ = ATq

forward substitution
RT y = ATq
backward substitution
R∆∗ = y

QR decomposition A = Q

[
R
0

]
Q is an orthogonal matrix

Solve[
R
0

]
∆∗ = QTq ,

[
d
∗

]

back substitution R∆∗ = d

Sparsity of R determines solving speed



Sparsity of information matrix

A (Jacobian)

each row = one constraint
only non-zeros at the two
columns in the constraint

H (information matrix) = ATA

exactly sparse
formed by adding up sparse
matrice each with exactly four
blocks
c.f its almost sparse counterpart
in online SLAM

R (square root info. matrix) = H
1
2

sparsity directly impacts solving
speed
variable order affects fill-ins



SAM: Smoothing And Mapping

linear algebra vs. graph

factorization = variable elimination = node elimination

bad variable order causes:

slower computation = many fill-ins = extra edges

different elimination orders cause different number of fill-ins

finding optimal ordering is NP hard

an intuitive heuristic is first eliminate landmarks, then poses

better than the other way around√
SAM uses colamd heuristic to reorder the columns.

iSAM, incremental factorization, requires batch steps to variable
re-ordering and relinearization

iSAM2, incremental variable re-ordering, fluid relinearization in
Bayes tree (a directed version of junction-tree)



Pose graph

pose graph, graph over only the pose nodes

naturally suitable for view-based SLAM

use odometry and scan matching to obtain constraint between
poses

minimize sum of quadratic constraints



GraphSLAM: pose graph for landmark-based SLAM

eliminate landmarks, transfer
pose/landmark information into
pose/pose information

reduced to pose graph,
optimize it

given optimized poses, solve
decoupled small optimization to
recover each landmark

essentially incomplete Cholesky
decomposition



Iterative methods

Iteratively reduce the residual of normal equation.

Preconditioned conjugate gradient

used in the recent graph optimization library g2o
sensitive to initial estimate

Gauss-Seidel, or multi-grid relaxation

pick a node and move it to where its neighbours think it should be

Stochastic gradient descent

avoids local minima, robust to initial estimate



Pros and Cons

Pros:

entire trajectory as state, can relinearize the model at revised past
poses, provide much more accurate Jacobians, thus better
consistency. c.f. filtering approaches can not undo the effect of
erroneous Jacobian evaluation on past poses.

advances in numerical methods / sparse graph optimization
techniques directly transferrable to full SLAM problems.
Optimization-based SLAM represents the state of the art.

Cons:

application may not want to store the entire trajectory, e.g. life-long
SLAM.

best used off-line, although incremental methods exists too.
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Submapping

connect small local maps to
form a global map, natural in
graph-based methods.

limit angular error, improve
consistency

can have multiple levels, divide
and conquer

top-down

each optimization is small
use relative pose leads to
faster convergence

bottom-up

optimize reduced graph with
fewer nodes

hybrid map
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Data Association

nearest neighbour with respect to Mahalanobis distance

require mean and covariance, recovery needed for approaches based
on information form

delay decision with waitlist

batch association

joint compatibility branch and bound
RANSAC

multiple hypotheses

particle filter naturally has it, particles with wrong data association
tend to disappear in resampling
split off new filter whenever in doubt, keep track of the likelihood
score of each, discard those with low score

lazy data association



Loop Closing

orientation error causes gradual warping of estimated trajetory

loop closing propagates correction over entire graph

on graph, means connecting current pose with a previous pose with
a new constraint



Conclusion

Extended Kalman Filter is still the no.1 choice for small scale
estimations, due to implementation simplicity and giving exact
solution.

Extended information filters provides new insights into the special
structure of SLAM. Cleverly removing pose/landmark correlations to
impose sparsity in information matrix yields both approximate and
exact algorithms that are very efficient.

Graph-/optimization-based approaches draw ideas from the
intersection of numerical methods and graph theory. They are
getting more and more favored over filtering approaches, partly due
to the latter’s inherent inconsistency. Combined with submapping,
they show great efficiency. Majority of methods in visual SLAM
belong to this family, maybe due to the wide adoption of the similar
“bundle adjustment” technique in Structure from Motion works.

Rao-Blackwellized particle filters are fast and flexible, but may
suffer from particle depletion. Not many works are of this kind, likely
due to the difficulty to overcome the inherent shortcomings of
particle filters.



Previous work: iSee

have mostly been studying 2D SLAM using laser rangefinders

prototype holomonic vehicle

grid map of a corridor in Price Center

localization based on scan matching, use Bayes mapping to estimate
occupancy probability of grids



Current work: visual SLAM for fire-fighter robot

stereo vision enables automatic navigation in multilevel structure

explore the environment to locate fire source or victims

path planning for robots with interesting dynamics

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ngo91gK1AT0#!


Future research possibilities

plan to further study works on 3D
visual SLAM

no existing SLAM application for
ground robots that can climb
staircases

short-term goal is to implement
an algorithm that models
staircases seen by the robot,
parameters (step height, width)
are estimated online

long-term goal is to build 3D
plane-based map for indoor
structure that extends multiple
floors.

3D visual odometry by autonamous

quadrotor with Kinect, MIT

http://groups.csail.mit.edu/rrg/index.php?n=Main.VisualOdometryForGPS-DeniedFlight


Thank you!
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